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Interim Chairperson’s Message 
Foundations for the future 
Symphonia for South Africa was founded to mobilise active citizenship around the significant 
issues facing South Africa and we achieve this largely by cultivating the social field for collective 
impact. We have done so through enabling cross-sectoral collaboration, incubating thought 
leadership and initiating future-focused programmes to facilitate nation building.

Symphonia for South Africa, as part of our continued adoption of best practice, started 
the process this year of building the capacity to scale our work more significantly. Such 
operationalisation of strategy, to ensure future possibilities, can be a real test of an 
organisation’s foundations and resilience. I am happy to report that while our mettle was 
tested, we are now stronger as a collective and clearer about our vision and mission.

Symphonia for South Africa has a proud record, built over a decade, of enabling active 
citizenship and is highly respected. As the organisation enters its next phase, we are confident 
that we can build on this foundation, while also forging a new path that complements our 
values and engages a variety of partners, old and new.

We remain committed to sustainable and systemic impact. As a pioneering social enterprise, 
we strive to be financially sound while continuing to contribute to building the fabric of our 
society and positively impacting education in South Africa. 

Our flagship leadership development and principal support programme, Partners for 
Possibility, continues to make an impact in the most under-resourced schools in the country. 

On behalf of the board, I would like to thank the staff who have remained committed and hard-
working during this transitional phase. They have kept the organisation on an even keel and 
continued to deliver services seamlessly, under the leadership of our CEO, Dr Louise van Rhyn. 

I would also like to thank the many businesses and individuals who have continued to support 
our work – not only financially, but in a myriad of ways that enable us to keep making good 
on our commitment to impact positively on the lives of fellow citizens through our work in 
leadership development.

As I reflect on the year that’s been, I am keenly aware that purpose, underpinned by passion 
and connected through partnership, makes it possible for us to make a difference, together!

Melanie Burke
Interim Chairperson: Symphonia for South Africa NPC
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Message from the CEO
Symphonia for South Africa, through its leadership development and principal support 
programme, Partners for Possibility, continues to positively transform under-resourced 
schools in South Africa - school by school. 

In pursuit of our audacious goal of reaching 2,000 under-resourced schools by 2025, our 
seventh year saw the programme expand to 709 schools – with 136 new partnerships 
launched in the year to February 2018.

This, to me, signifies a growing awareness among individuals, groups and corporations of the 
task at hand – to sustainably solve our deepening education crisis. The programme’s growing 
footprint points to a shift in the thinking of ordinary citizens: the realisation that active citizens 
can turn the tide. 

This year has seen researchers and evaluation specialists reveal many insights about PfP’s 
impact on its participants. A UNISA study, for example, which explored the experiences 
of PfP business leaders, found that they experienced a shift towards more inclusive, 
collaborative and consultative leadership practices, and greater awareness of the 
importance of quality relationships.

Much can be said about the external recognition and validation we have received this year. 
While these recognitions are of great significance to all those who are involved in the PfP 
movement, it is the individual narratives of those who directly benefit from the programme 
that continues to inspire us and fuel our resolve to reach more schools.

I commend all the courageous, conscious citizens who have contributed to the work of PfP 
through the generous provision of their time, sponsorship and expertise. With your continued 
support, PfP can play a meaningful role in ensuring that ALL children in South Africa are given 
the opportunity to realise their full potential. Thank you!

As we venture into yet another year of exciting growth and possibility, I invite you to join us as 
we create the flourishing South Africa that we all want to inhabit.

Louise van Rhyn
CEO & Founder
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What We Do
We believe that South Africa’s intractable problems can only be solved through cross-
sectoral collaboration.

Therefore, in pursuing its mission to mobilise active citizenship around the significant issues 
facing our country, Symphonia for South Africa has launched a number of programmes 
and initiatives that contribute to developing leadership capacity, reducing inequality and 
ultimately creating a better future for all South Africans.

Our flagship programme, Partners for Possibility, has grown steadily since 2010. 

In addition to the PfP programme, we deliver other initiatives whose common characteristics 
are that they strengthen social cohesion by bringing together people from completely 
different walks of life to address the systemic problems that affect us all.

Our six-weekly School Leadership Forums, which offer practical knowledge and skills for 
education leadership, have become much anticipated by school leaders. The forum is unique in 
that it touches more than just the principal - the School Management Team, School Governing 
Body, and teachers are all invited and engaged on various topics pertaining to school life. The 
participants’ and presenters’ wide range of different experience and expertise in education 
and leadership enables them to collaborate and learn from each other. In addition to this, 
Symphonia for South Africa runs regular Business in Education forums, designed to reinforce 
the importance of the input of business in education matters, while effectively fostering 
and promoting discussion on this vital cross-sectoral collaboration between business and 
education.

The Community Building Workshops bring together South Africans from all walks of life, 
sectors and race groups, all with a desire to learn how to listen and talk to each other better. 
These workshops help participants learn and practice the requisite skills needed to engage 
with their respective communities, strengthen and expand them and, by extension, make a 
positive contribution to society as a whole.

The pages that follow elaborate on the details of the main initiatives delivered by Symphonia 
for South Africa.
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To mobilise active citizenship around the significant issues facing our country
Build our nation - Reduce inequality - Develop leadership capacity 

OUR PURPOSE

Our flagship  
programme

Other  
established  
initiatives

Additional  
initiatives

Thought leadership,  
national and  

international partnerships

A nation-building, leadership 
development and principal 

support programme improving 
education outcomes in 
primary and secondary 

schools through cross-sector 
collaboration

Business in Education 
forums

Incubation of further 
initiatives for collective 

impact

Community Building 
workshops

Impact-deepening initiatives 
in PfP schools

OUR PROGRAMMES
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What is PfP? 
Partners for Possibility (PfP) is a nation building programme 
that partners school principals with business leaders on a 
leadership journey to create a better future for all our children 
in South Africa.

How does it work? 
PfP is a carefully designed, 12-month leadership development 
programme in which much of the learning and development 
takes place while business leaders and school principals work 
together in partnership to address challenges in schools. 
Both partners attend a number of leadership training courses 
and facilitated sessions with other principals and business 
leaders. Through this leadership development principals are 
empowered to embed their schools at the centre of their 
communities and to improve the quality of education being 
offered to our youth.

Why is it needed? 
The South African education system is in crisis, with 20,000 
(about 80%) of government schools underperforming. Most of 
the principals who lead these schools have not been equipped 
with the skills they need to fulfil a leadership role that is both 
critically important and extremely challenging. While meeting 
this crucial need for skills development is a mammoth task, it 
is not an insurmountable one if the private sector offers its 
expertise and support. Without skilled leadership schools 
cannot provide the quality of education that gives young 
South African’s the prospect of a bright future as productive 
members of society and the future workforce of the country.

Has it worked? 
By the end of February 2018, over 692,800 learners 
were attending schools in which the leadership has been 
strengthened through PfP. Because the programme addresses 
specific challenges in every school while building leadership 
capacity, the benefits of PfP are both tangible and sustainable. 
Outcomes achieved in PfP schools include: more support 
for teachers, improved punctuality among teachers and 
learners, increased levels of co-operation and innovation 
within teaching teams, greater involvement by parents in their 
children’s education, and improved academic performances.

Support for PfP is a direct investment in 
meaningful and lasting structural change which 
creates school environments that are conducive 

to high-quality teaching and learning.

Partners for Possibility, Our Flagship Programme 
What does PfP need? 
We need three things: 

1. Funding to ensure organisational sustainability 
and enable scale-up so that PfP can grow at an 
increasingly rapid rate and extend its impact. 

2. Sponsorship of programme participants - 
predominantly for principals - but in some 
instances for business leaders who do not have the 
backing of a large corporate. 

3. Many more corporates and individual business 
leaders who are prepared to commit to the 
programme and contribute to sustainable 
improvements in South Africa’s education system.

How do I get involved? 
Read more about PfP, its impact to date, and the need 
for more business leaders to become involved by: 

• Visiting www.PfP4SA.org 

• E-mailing us directly on PfP@Symphonia.net 

• Following us on Twitter (@PfP4SA) or on Facebook 
(Partners for Possibility) 

• Joining the #PfP500 community and donating 
R200 monthly in support of quality education for 
all South African children.
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School Leadership Forum
The School Leadership Forum (SLF) is a programme that 
contributes to the development of school leaders by 
providing them with knowledge and practical skills that 
empower them to perform their demanding roles. 

The programme, now in its sixth year, consists of a series of 6-weekly interactive talks 
and panel discussions that offer school leaders the opportunity to share their challenges 
and successes, to learn from each other, and to receive input and guidance on education-
related matters in a professional environment. After the sessions, school leaders are often 
able to immediately implement practical solutions to challenges they face in their schools 
and communities. 

The SLF has evolved through a partnership between Symphonia for South Africa (SSA), the 
University of the Western Cape (UWC), the University of Johannesburg (UJ) and MySchool, 
with support from the South African Principals Association (SAPA). SLF sessions currently take 
place in Cape Town, where SSA implements the programme in partnership with UWC, and in 
Johannesburg, where SSA’s partner is UJ. 

Attendance at SLF events has grown steadily and we reach an additional large audience by 
recording the sessions and posting them on YouTube. We look forward to expanding our reach 
by introducing this impactful forum in the regions of Tshwane and Durban in the forthcoming 
financial year.

During 2017-2018, the themes of SLF events in Cape Town and Johannesburg included: 

• Leading self: Building personal character and capacity in the workplace

• Reflective learning in maths and science

• School at the Centre of Community

• ‘What I wish I knew when I started as a principal’

• Re-thinking discipline: Creative solutions to learning

• Embracing diversity

• Celebration, leadership and motivation

• How to get the best from your SGB

We would like to express our  
sincere appreciation to all our SLF 
partners for their support for this 

empowering programme.
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With nation-building as Symphonia for South  
Africa’s ultimate purpose, these workshops create 
opportunities for South Africans from diverse 
backgrounds to learn powerful ways to connect across 
social, economic and cultural boundaries to strengthen 
the fabric of our society. 

The workshops are based on the methodology and work of best-selling author Peter Block, 
who is internationally known for his work on leadership and community change processes.

In this two-day course, PfP principals and business partners, together with other members 
of the public, discover how to engage with each other in conversations that really matter 
to transform their teams, organisations and communities. Through a carefully facilitated 
process, they learn the skills needed to engage with existing communities to create a sense of 
belonging within an organisation and to become community leaders who are able to connect 
stakeholders to their schools or organisations. 

Feedback from both principals and business leaders during the last 12 months has been 
overwhelmingly positive with many reporting increased levels of unity within their staff 
teams. PfP principals routinely note that they have succeeded in raising the levels of support 
for their schools from parents, local businesses and other community members, and NGOs.
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2017-2018 Fact Sheet

SCHOOL @ CENTRE OF COMMUNITY

MOBILISING ACTIVE CITIZENS
What if every citizen took responsibility for educating our children?

BUILDING LEADERSHIP

IMPACTING LEARNERS AND COMMUNITIES 
When a school fulfils its role, a whole community is uplifted

LEADING CHANGE AT SCHOOLS: 
TEAM BUILDING EFFORTS

YOUTH

FAITH BASED 
COMMUNITIES

HR PRACTITIONERS

ACCOUNTANTS

BUSINESS

ELDERS

PARENTS

IT PRACTITIONERS

CITIZENS EDUCATORS

7 
provinces with active 
leadership circles

136 
schools benefiting 
(bringing the total to 709) 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
IMPROVEMENT
(fixing leaking roofs, 
toilets etc.)

42,831  
families who are impacted 
(estimate) 

TEAM BUILDING EFFORTS
(school management 
teams and teachers)

LITERACY and 
NUMERACY 
SUPPORT 
PROGRAMMES

128,493  learners 
reached during the year

ICT IMPLEMENTATION  
(project management support)

... and much more!

3,762 teachers 
benefiting SCHOOL

136 
business leaders 
recruited during 
the year 

120 
businesses 
we have been 
talking to

R11,069,819 raised for new 
partnerships

37 
leadership 
development 
workshops 
held  

VEGETABLE GARDENS
(to complement 

feeding schemes)

36 
citizens contributing to 
the #PfP500 campaign

15 
School Leadership 
Forum sessions 
held

195 
private and 
corporate sponsors 

CAREER ADVICE

20,400+ 
hours committed by 
business partners’

17 
Learning 
Process 
Facilitators 
involved 

18 circles of  
7-10 partnerships 

launched

168 
Community of Practice 
sessions held (estimate)
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SCHOOL AT THE  
CENTRE OF COMMUNITY

Quality 
education for all 

children in South 
Africa by 2025

3-5 years

2-3 years, ongoing

1 year, ongoing

PfP facilitated 12-month programme

School principal - confident & competent leader

The “I”
Principal’s skills & attitudes

Learners - Feelings & attitudes

Learners - Equipped for adult life

Teachers - motivated & resilient Parents & Community - engaged & aligned

The “We”
Relationships & social capital

The “Work”
Change projects at the school

District - supportive

SMT - aligned & cohesive SGB - engaged & equipped

SSA partners  
& others

3 workshops (5 days)

From “reacting” to “planning”

Strong listening skills

Learners feel valued 
& encouraged by 

teachers, parents & 

Perseverance 
(reduced school 

dropouts)

Less absent, less 
turnover

Attend school 
meetings

Relationship with partner

8 Community of Practice sessions

Delegates & engages staff in 
decision making

Focus on relationships

Learners - Improved academic performance

Perform better in standardised 
tests (primary schools)

Improved NSC results (pass 
rate & quality of pass) Learners develop 

non-academic skills

Learners are able 
to see a future for 

themselves

Critical thinking, 
problem solving & 

digital literacy skills

More connected to 
learners

Value their children’s schooling 
& see to learners’ attendance

Community of Practice

Leadership coaching & triad sessions

Has courageous conversations

Mobilising stakeholders

Social & emotional 
skills

 Engaged in professional 
development

Volunteer to 
help / donations

Access to Symphonia 
network

Determined by the school’s 
specific context & needs 
& the partner’s skills & 

networks

Supports rather than 
instructs

Collective vision & active 
leadership

Collective vision & active 
leadership

Ad hoc & durable 
partnerships  

with other 
organisations

One-on-one sessions with PfP 
Partner

Promotes teachers’ unique 
potential

“Assignments” / documentation

Listening ear & networks & 
information

Agency, confidence, sense of possibility

Recognises & celebrates 
achievements

Proactively collaborates with 
school stakeholders

PfP’s simplified Theory of Change

Support network, 
innovation

Opportunities

Healthy school ecosystemSchool culture: positive energy, team spirit
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Our Achievements 
The launch of 136 new partnerships, and their 
impact in the schools they represent, is our proudest 
achievement of this financial year.

Looking beyond our pivotal impact on education, a powerful, but sometimes unrecognised, 
outcome of the PfP partnerships is the far-reaching social value they generate. Participants 
are exposed to communities they would not normally engage with, and through this process, 
cultural, racial and gender boundaries and perceptions are being challenged and dismantled. 
This exposure is sensitising privileged individuals to the struggles that people in marginalised 
communities face every day and awakening them to issues of social justice in South Africa.

We are particularly proud that most partnerships continue the work of mobilising active 
citizenship around their respective schools well beyond the facilitated 12-month programme 
period. This is an aspect of the programme that helps to cultivate the field for social action 
and to place the school ‘at the centre of the community’.

We are elated that our work has been recognised this year by many respected national and 
international bodies. Every nomination and award we have received this year has provided 
an opportunity to reflect on and celebrate the achievements of the growing PfP community.

These acknowledgements are a reminder of what is possible when citizens choose to take 
responsibility for their own futures, and they serve as a source of inspiration and motivation 
to the PfP team to keep forging ahead.

Our proudest achievements for the year under review include:

• In the 2018 Geneva rankings of the world’s Top500 NGOs, Symphonia for South Africa 
(SSA) was ranked at number 97 for the innovativeness, impact, and governance of its 
flagship PfP programme.

• At the 2018 Leadership Excellence and Development (LEAD) Awards held in Salt Lake 
City, USA and adjudicated by the international Human Resource organisation HR.com, 
SSA was recognised as a ‘Top Leadership Development Partner’ for its PfP leadership 
development programme.

• In February 2018, in recognition of PfP’s contribution to new knowledge about developing 
impactful leadership, Thinkers50 (the premier ranking of global business thinkers) 
included Louise van Rhyn in the Thinkers50 Radar list of management thinkers most likely 
to shape the future of how organizations are managed and led. 

• In February 2018 Dr van Rhyn was also named in the global listing of 50 Most Impactful 
Social Innovators for her tenacity in growing the PfP programme from one school in 2010 
to over 700 schools and for the programme’s meaningful and sustainable impact in the 
lives of schoolchildren across South Africa. 

• In September 2017 the PfP programme was announced as joint winner of the ‘Partnering 
for Change Award’ at the Beyond Painting Classrooms Conference.

• In September 2017 Brand South Africa, together with Owami Women, acknowledged PfP 
for its commitment and contribution towards positive social change in South Africa.
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PfP’s Impact
In the 2017-2018 financial year we launched 136 new 
partnerships, bringing the total number launched by 
the end of February 2018 to 709. This means that within 
seven years, 709 school principals, approximately 
17,000 teachers and 577,000 learners were impacted 
by the work that we do. 

The impact of PfP is not only about launching new partnerships and increasing our footprint 
among the thousands of under-resourced schools across the country; it is also about nurturing 
existing relationships between school principals and business leaders as these represent the 
core of the PfP model (we call this “the We”). It is about ensuring that those relationships 
deepen and bring about profound transformation in the individuals (we call this “the I”), 
because leaders who feel confident and have a sense of possibility are key to sustainable 
change. Lastly, it is about encouraging and supporting the work that is taking place in the 
schools (we call this “the Work”). In other words, making sure that our partnerships will 
sustainably impact teachers, learners and their families. 

The 177 partnerships that were launched in 2016-2017 completed the 12-month programme 
during the last financial year. We collected feedback from those participants on their 
satisfaction with the programme and its short-term impact on them and their schools. We 
were pleased to find that:

• Our completion rate remains consistently above 90%, i.e. more than nine out of 10 
principals who joined PfP in 2016-2017 completed the programme in 2017-2018.

• 97% of principals found the programme “definitely beneficial” and 98% would recommend 
PfP to other principals. 

• On average, principals and business partners gave the programme a rating of 4.7/5 and 
4.4/5 respectively. 

Completion rate, 2014-2018
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Source: SSA admin records

Notes:
1. The completion rates are not fully comparable year-on-year due to a change in 

methodology. The completion rate remained above our target of 90%.
2. A reengineered partnership is one in which either the principal or the business partner 

was substituted

Partnerships 
launched in  
2015-2016

(completed during 
2016-2017)

Partnerships 
launched in  
2014-2015

(completed during 
2015-2016)

Partnerships 
launched in  
2016-2017

(completed during 
2017-2018)

‘Reengineered’ partnershipsUnproblematic partnerships

Completion rate (right axis)Discontinued partnerships

95

5

3

98%

121

11

6

96%

159

7

11

94%
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As with the previous year, a number of independent researchers and 
evaluation specialists have uncovered new facets of PfP’s impact on 
its participants. 

• In 2017, a team from UNISA studied the experiences of business 
leaders on the PfP programme. They found that these leaders 
experienced a shift towards more inclusive, collaborative and 
consultative leadership practices, with a heightened awareness of 
the importance of quality relationships. The leaders had also learned 
to appreciate the diversity of people and contexts, and the profound 
challenges that some contexts present. This enhanced their ability 
to work across traditional boundaries. 

• Maureen Kirori (WITS University) researched the impact of PfP on 
participants and found that all principals experienced leadership 
growth, but that the most significant and sustainable impacts 
occurred in partnerships that were transformational, i.e. where 
the partners pursued a shared vision and activities that led to 
changes in thinking and practice. Partnerships that looked for quick 
wins (transactional in nature) were less likely to generate lasting 
impacts. She also found that social differences between partners did 
not get in the way of the programme’s impact - because their focus 
on common goals reduced the potential for bias.

• Cara Hartley, from the Palmer Development Group, conducted 
an in-depth outcome evaluation of the Hout Bay High School 
partnership. This study shed light on how PfP makes a difference 
in schools by tracing the programme’s contribution (and that of 
various external factors) all the way to learner-level changes. She 
found that PfP and the support from the business partner had 
contributed in a very obvious way to the principal’s confidence, 
and to increases in parental involvement and contributions from 
the Hout Bay community to the school. The school managed to 
retain a positive learning environment despite the fact that the 
area was plagued by demonstrations and service delivery protests, 
and many of those pupils whose families could afford to moved 
them to a new high school that had opened in the area and that 
was in a safer environment. 

The Net Promoter score is an indication of customer satisfaction. It is calculated as the percentage of 
promotors minus the percentage of detractors. Apple, Amazon and Netflix have Net Promoter Scores of 66, 
66 and 64 respectively. For the past two years, based on HR.Com’s Lead Survey, PfP’s Net Promoter Score 
(the ratio of promotors to detractors) was in the region of 75 to 85, which is considered an excellent score.

On a scale of 1 to 5, how the principals and business partners 
rated the programme.

PfP’s Net Promoter Score

Business 
Partners Principals

Excellent

2018

2017

-100

Poor scores (more detractors than promoters) Medium scores Excellent scores

-50 0 50 100

Source: PfP post-programme survey for principals and business partners (2016-2017 cohort)
Based on 98 responses for principals and 110 responses for business partners

Source: HR.com surveys, 2017 and 2018. (based on 180 responses in 2017, 121 in 2018)

Average rating

Very good

Satisfactory

Could be better

Poor

4.4
4.7

83
78
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Stories of Possibility
Cowan High School, Eastern Cape
Cowan High is a no-fee school established in 1946 in the township of New Brighton, Port 
Elizabeth. Because of the many socio-economic challenges in this community, and the 
school’s aging infrastructure, many of the 1,127 learners had become demoralized and this 
was making it difficult for Principal Trevor Dolley to realise the school’s vision of being a centre 
of academic, sporting and cultural excellence. 

From the onset, Trevor and his business partner, Anrie Spangenberg from FNB were 
determined to find a creative approach to tackling the school’s challenges. The ‘rejuvenation’ 
of Cowan High started as a dream and grew into an action plan for Trevor and Anrie, for the 
school’s staff team, and its governing body. Implementation is still underway but has already 
resulted in:

   

Beautification of the school’s infrastructure

Through partnerships that Trevor and Anrie established with FNB and the Mandela Bay 
Development Agency, the school was given a ‘facelift’ through cleaning, painting and 
planting of grass. Much of the work was done on Mandela Day, which gave the community 
an opportunity to contribute. This was a major step in boosting the morale and restoring the 
dignity of the staff and learners at the school.

A shift in the learners’ attitudes and routines

The partners also wanted to generate more positive attitudes among the learners by offering 
them alternatives to gangsterism, substance abuse, and ultimately to unemployment. For 
this, they established a relationship with a nearby church and also organized: 

• Speakers to address learners once a month on issues related to ‘rising above your 
circumstances to achieve success’

• A comprehensive after-school sports programme, which was made possible by donations 
from FNB for the purchase of indoor sports equipment. 

A stronger team 

As a leader, Trevor has developed in a number of respects and he has also cascaded many 
of his new skills to his School Management Team (SMT), School Governing Body (SGB), and 
teachers, all of whom are now working together to realise a shared vision for the school. More 
sessions to share skills with these key stakeholders are planned for 2018-2019. 
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Mshwathi Memorial Primary School, 
KwaZulu Natal
Mshwathi Memorial is a small no-fee school situated in the poverty-stricken rural community 
of Mthombisa. It has 276 learners, 90% of whom are raised by unemployed parents or 
guardians. Although the learners benefit from a government feeding scheme, the school 
remains under-resourced in many other respects and, this, coupled with the difficult 
circumstances in which most of the learners live, negatively impacts their motivation to 
attend school and their ability to learn. 

While business partner Gillian Cox of Numatic International understood that leadership 
development is the primary purpose of the PfP programme, she realised that the poor 
condition of the school’s infrastructure and dire shortage of certain key resources had to be 
urgently addressed.

Fortunately, Principal Biziwe Magwaza and Gillian are a ‘dream team’ and within nine 
months there had been enormous change in their school. It took a lot of thought, effort, and 
collaboration with many stakeholders, but their passion and enthusiasm drove the partners 
to address and alleviate many of the school’s most pressing challenges. Their impact in the 
school includes: 

• A wealth of new resources for the Grade R learners, including colourful learning charts, 
and mats to sit on while reading and playing

• Weekly cycling lessons, with breakfast included, for Grade R and 1 learners by Glide and 
Ride. Only learners who attend school on Monday and Tuesday can participate in these 
Wednesday sessions, and this led to an 80% reduction in absenteeism!

• Beautiful new shelving for the library from the Robin Hood Foundation, 200 isiZulu books 
from Biblionef SA, and R85,000 worth of books from the Department of Education

• Monthly workshops for maths teachers which have contributed to a strong improvement 
in their learners’ performance

• A R10,000 donation for kitchen equipment

• A school garden established and growing well following a generous donation of 6,000 
seedlings from Sunshine Seedlings and four days of planning, digging and planting by 
parents and community members.

Crucially, these initiatives, coupled with Biziwe’s growing confidence, have contributed to 
sustainable change in the school by generating much greater unity within the SMT, the wider 
staff team, and the SGB.

‘I learned a lot from the programme and enjoyed all the workshops. I learned that to become 
a good leader, you must be a good listener. I have earned respect from my teachers, learners, 
parents, and the community,’ says Biziwe.

Gillian also applauds the programme. ‘I’ve learnt and grown more than I could have imagined. 
I am in awe of the work that has gone into designing the full PfP programme. I have a highly 
motivated principal who embraces each and every change enthusiastically,’ she remarks. 
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Soneike High School, Western Cape
Soneike High is a young vibrant school established in 2013 to respond to the need for a high 
school in the Kuilsriver area of Cape Town. The school is housed in temporary mobile units 
and serves learners from informal settlements and RDP housing areas. 

By 2017, when Principal Ronel Baker joined PfP, enrolment had grown to 473 learners, and 21 
teachers were being employed. The school prided itself in the strong discipline of its learners, 
but they were being negatively affected by social ills in the surrounding areas, and Ronel felt 
that the passion of both her learners and teachers needed to be reignited. 

Ronel’s partnership with Yolanda Soobramoney was made possible by sponsorship from 
MMI Holdings, where Yolanda works as an Initiative Leader. The two energetic personalities 
instantly established a strong connection and they have implemented several projects 
together including:

• Metropolitan’s Kickstarz Financial Literacy project, in which teachers and parents joined 
learners in fun-filled workshops about money management and entrepreneurship 

• A water awareness and saving intervention in partnership with Water4CapeTown 

• The acquisition of three brand new innovative mobile libraries on wheels.

Although Ronel has now completed the 12-month PfP programme, she says: ‘I’m still part of 
it and it has opened so many doors, for me personally and for my school.’ MMI has continued 
to support the school and recently donated furniture, printers, whiteboards and projectors. 
This has inspired the SGB to become more pro-active in fundraising. 

Even more importantly, as Principal, Ronel feels better equipped to lead and inspire. She 
has learnt to listen more, to consult before taking action, and to meet individually with her 
educators to let them know that their contribution is important. Ronel believes that her 
modelling of good relationships will inspire not only her staff, but also the learners.

Yolanda feels that the programme has transformed her too. ‘I was very action-orientated, 
but I realised that by going a bit slower, I could do more. I learnt to listen to other people and 
to say “I don’t know”. My relationship with my team has changed,’ she says, adding that, for 
her, PfP is a liberating experience which provides a meaningful way to make a difference in 
the country. 
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Ekukhanyisweni Primary School, Gauteng
Ekukhanyisweni Primary is situated in Alexandra and serves almost 1,300 learners, most of 
whom live in informal settlements or in crowded, run-down hostels. In addition to overseeing 
delivery of the curriculum, Principal Yolisa Mvunyiswa constantly deals with challenges 
related to deprivation and social-ills in the school’s community. 

Yolisa and her business partner, Lesiba Bodiba from Old Mutual, decided to develop and roll 
out a model for sustainable stakeholder engagement that would generate a unified approach 
to tackling the school’s challenges. To understand their priorities, the partners consulted with 
key school stakeholders including the staff team, the SGB, local councillors, and faith-based 
organisations. ‘You can just imagine the divergent views,’ said Lesiba. 

The partners narrowed down the priorities that emerged to 12 and formed a project team 
for each. The SGB undertook a project called ‘bring a brick’ to mobilise learners’ parents to 
contribute to building a wall-fence around the school. Other teams took on projects including 
the refurbishment of the learners’ toilets and repair of ‘potholes’ in classroom floors. As a 
direct result of the consultation initiated by Yolisa and Lesiba, the school received funding for 
the toilet renovation from both main political parties, funds for the wall-fence from churches, 
and a floor-cleaning machine from the local ward councillor. 

For their part, Lesiba and Yolisa decided to focus mostly on the staff development needs 
which had been expressed, because they felt this would generate sustainable impact. Lesiba 
arranged for Old Mutual to facilitate training for the staff on fundraising and, particularly, on 
how to write effective fundraising proposals. During this workshop, it emerged that many 
teachers were experiencing stress because of difficulties in managing their personal finances. 
Lesiba, therefore, asked Old Mutual to run a financial education workshop with them. This, 
in turn, revealed that almost all staff members were having a hard time understanding their 
conditions of employment, so the partners arranged for the Department of Education to 
facilitate a workshop around their contracts of employment.

When the partners reached the end of the 12-month programme, eight of their 12 projects 
had been successfully completed and they were committed to continuing to work together to 
finish the others and deepen their impact. Lesiba remarked that the programme had been a 
life-changing experience for him, while Yolisa said she had learned how to make people feel 
valued and appreciated, to delegate rather than become overwhelmed, and to contract well 
with members of her team so that they take ownership. Most importantly she learned that 
‘nothing is impossible if you are determined’.
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The funding challenge and SSA’s response 
The purpose of our fundraising activities is to finance our 
operations and the delivery of the PfP programme as well 
as SSA’s other initiatives across South Africa. 

Although we’ve able to expand our geographical footprint during the period under review, 
our expansion and scaling plans are being hampered by a tough fundraising climate. Our 
challenge lies in having to raise both programmatic and organisational funding. We need the 
latter to strengthen our systems to enable scale and to build strong regional teams, because 
without adequate resources we simply cannot grow our impact and fulfil our mission. 

Our strategy during this period has been to identify new funding channels and to pursue 
prospective donors and supporters who strongly identify with education and its complexity 
in South Africa. We focused on identifying potential new partners who have a long-term view 
for transforming South Africa’s education system and those who have an interest in particular 
geographical areas. 

As a Level 1 B-BBEE contributor, we are an attractive partner for South African firms as 
we offer points for Skills Development (for supporting both employee and non-employee 
accredited training), and for Socio-Economic Development. Much of our income is derived 
from opportunities linked to the B-BBEE codes and attracted by the additional benefits that 
such partners can gain from partnering with us. 

Our fundraising strategy has been multipronged. We targeted company’s leadership 
development budgets to fund the participation of business leaders and also engaged with 
their Transformation Divisions through CSI and SD avenues to fund the participation of 
the school principals, or in some cases, the full partnerships. In addition, we engaged with 
various philanthropic trusts and foundations to fund the participation of school principals. 
We sought to align the development of school principals with organisational CSI strategies 
that are focused on education and to raise contributions from individuals through campaigns 
and personal requests.

New grant funding and partnership opportunities have emerged through relationships 
developed with players in the renewable energy sector in the Northern Cape, and we are 
optimistic that more such opportunities will emerge in these and other areas in the next 
financial year after these new funding partners experience the impact of PfP first-hand.

We would like to express our heartfelt appreciation to all of our 2017/2018 financial partners. 
Together, you have profoundly impacted the lives of hundreds of principals and thousands 
of teachers, learners, families, and communities in a manner, and on a scale, that no other 
programme in support of basic education in South Africa has been able to achieve.
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PfP’s Financial Report 
We are extremely proud of the growth that SSA 
experienced over the past seven years, with our flagship 
programme, PfP, on track to reach 1,000 schools within 
the first quarter of 2019.

As with small enterprises, this growth has come at a financial cost. In our case, sustainable 
revenues still do not match the real costs incurred to enable the growth required to scale 
the flagship programme. In order to address the strain associated with the aforementioned 
growth, we spent significant time and energy during the year reviewing the pricing and scale 
of our operations. In addition, we changed our accounting for revenue associated with the PfP 
programme such that the revenue received upfront is now spread over the 12-month period 
of the programme. This change was made to better reflect the timing of revenue recognition 
against the costs associated with running the PfP programme.

The SSA Board is of the view that the pricing of PfP and the scale of SSA operations are 
appropriate, which is evidenced by the significant reduction in net losses during the 2018 
financial year. 

However, due to the exponential growth of the past few years, liabilities determined under 
the new accounting standards framework which SSA moved to earlier in this financial year, 
exceed the assets of SSA. R6,824,620 of these liabilities relate to income received in advance 
of the services being rendered, with external liabilities to creditors and funders of R1,659,255, 
adequately covered by current assets of R2,143,011. The SSA Board continues to work with 
the PfP management team to secure the necessary unrestricted funding (donations), along 
with other sources of revenue and the ongoing sale of PfP partnerships, so that SSA can 
continue making a significant impact on the lives of our fellow South Africans.

Based on the plans put in place, the board believes that the organisation has adequate 
financial resources to remain in operation for the foreseeable future and accordingly the 
financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
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2018 2017 2018 2017
R R R R

ASSETS REVENUE GENERATED

Non-current assets (property, plant & equipment) 11 931 72 086 Circle event revenue 13 000 8 500

Partners for Possibility 12 906 887 10 590 000

CURRENT ASSETS Community Building workshops 41 000 18 717

Inventories 102 052 25 634 PfP book sales 66 710 62 400

Trade and other receivables 853 403 50 548 School Leadership Forum 420 000 532 000

Cash and cash equivalents 1 187 557 45 729 Fight Night Bout sponsorship 79 002 53 304

2 143 011 121 911 Donations received 3 572 565 1 272 123

TOTAL ASSETS 2 154 942 193 997 Literacy Ideas Foundation Phase Teachers 50 2 600

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES TOTAL INCOME 17 099 214 12 539 644

Retained income (6 328 933) (5 947 801) Other income 305 980 266 864

 Investment revenue 8 954 5 274

LIABILITIES  Operating expenses (17 786 232) (15 839 001)

Non-current liabilities 1 117 905 1 172 905 OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS) (381 038) (3 032 493)

Current liabilities 7 365 970 4 968 893 Finance costs (94) (189) 

Total liabilities 8 483 875 6 141 798 PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR (381 132) (3 032 682)

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 2 154 942 193 997
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Our Supporters 
A huge thank you to our PfP500 crowd funding  
campaign contributors 

We could not do our work without the support of active citizens like you. We are inspired by 
people who are willing to contribute to the future of South Africa and our beautiful children.

• Alice Kramer
• Arddy Mossop
• Bruce Thomas
• Busisiwe Dumas
• Caroline Buntzen
• Celeste Bennett
• Dina Cramer
• Don Chalker
• Ian Gray
• Ian Macdonald
• Jacks Warner
• Jane Bursey 
• Janet & Alan Tooke 
• Jansie Rautenbach 
• KPMG Tax Department 
• Laura Bergh
• Lindi Dlamini

• Louise Brits
• Louise van Rhyn 
• Magali von Blottnitz 
• Nelleke Meintjes
• Nic Andrew
• Oresti Patricios
• Paul & Sophie Duclercq 
• Richard Muller 
• Ryan Strauss
• Shane Hunter
• Sharon van Schalkwyk 
• St Johns College
• Steve Rogers 
• Thomas Holtz
• Vusi Mthupha 
• Zanelie Pretorius
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While it is impossible to thank everyone individually, we feel extremely grateful and privileged to have the support of a network of incredible people and organisations who fund our work.  
The following individuals and organisations supported PfP in the 2017/2018 financial year:

•  1st David’s  
•  4 - Site Projects  
•  ABSA Bank  
•  Advantage Management Consultancy  
•  Afrizan Personnel  
•  Ango American Chairman’s Fund Trust  
•  Anton Meyer  
•  Asogan Naicker  
•  Astron Energy 
•  AVI Community Investment Trust  
•  B Mawasha Family Trust  
•  Batsumi Airport Venture  
•  BCR Development  
•  Bestmed Medical Aid  
•  Billion Goup  
•  Brand South Africa Trust  
•  Brunswick  
•  C R Coombe 
•  Cape Wine Auction Trust 
•  Cerebra  
•  Charities Aid Foundation  
•  Chemonics  
•  Chris du Toit 
•  Co-Props 164  
•  Cora Foundation Trust  
•  Coronation Asset Management  
•  Dave Morris 
•  DHL Supply Chain South Africa  
•  Douglas Jones Trading  
•  Dukahole Community Trust  
•  Economic Development Solutions  
•  Exxaro Resources  
•  Famous Brands  
•  First National Bank  
•  FNB Business 
•  Gordon McMillan  
•  Hollard Life  
•  Home & Country Property  
•  Hulamin 

•  Humulani Empowerment Trust 
•  Imperial Group  
•  Investec Bank  
•  Invisergy Coaching -Life & Business  
•  IQ Business  
•  Irma Jacobsz  
•  Julius Baer Foundation  
•  Just The One Foundation  
•  KPMG 
•  Liberty Holdings  
•  Macsteel Services Centres SA  
•  Mahlako A Phahla Investments  
•  Mahmood Sonday  
•  Mandy Conradt 
•  Mapula Trust  
•  Mary Bomela  
•  Masechaba Malibu  
•  Mediclinic  
•  Melanie Burke  
•  Metskill  
•  MIC Management Services  
•  MMI Holdings  
•  MUA Insurance Acceptances  
•  Multotec 
•  Nedbank Foundation Funding  
•  Nedbank Ltd  
•  Neil Jansen  
•  Nonkululeko Nyembezi  
•  Norman Bisset & Associates Group  
•  Old Mutual Life Assurance Company  
•  Optinum Solutions  
•  Pearson South Africa  
•  Pfizer Laboratories  
•  Philip Kotze  
•  Phindi Msomi  
•  Pioneer Foods  
•  Polyoak Packaging  
•  PPECB 
•  PSG Corporate Services  

•  Rand Merchant Investment Holdings  
•  RECM Foundation  
•  Rina King  
•  ROGZ 
•  SA Home Loans 
•  SA Taxi Development Finance  
•  Saleem Symallin 
•  Sanlam Life Insurance  
•  SAPPI Southern Africa  
•  Sharna Fernadez  
•  Silica Holdings  
•  Sirdar South Africa  
•  Smollan Group  
•  Solar Capital  
•  SPAR  KZN DC
•  SPAR North Rand
•  SPAR South Rand  
•  Sphere Holdings  
•  Standard Bank  
•  Swiss Re Life & Health Africa  
•  Terebinth Capital  
•  The Armoury  
•  The FirstRand Volunteers Programme 
•  The Imperial Ukhama Community Trust  
•  The Ivan Miosic Trust  
•  The R.B. Hagart Trust  
•  Tongaat Hulett  
•  TUHF Limited 
•  Twinsaver  
•  Valcare Trust  
•  Vantage Capital Group  
•  Village Walk Properties  
•  Virtual Market Place  
•  Vuma Communications  
•  WCB Boerdery  
•  Wesbank Volunteers  

•  Woolworths Financial Services  
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Board of Directors 
The SSA staff team is immensely grateful to our dedicated board of directors who volunteered their time, energy 
and resources in the 2017-2018 financial cycle in support of our work to improve basic education in South Africa.
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A firm foundation for greater momentum and growth 
has been laid over the last 10 years.

It goes without saying that the efforts of all those involved should be lauded - as their 
contributions have been vital to the expansion of all SSA’s initiatives, as well as the growth of 
PfP as Symphonia SA’s powerful, proven and scalable flagship programme.

As SSA progresses, we look forward to powering ahead on the strength of this foundation with 
a renewed sense of purpose and drive. We remain dedicated to developing leadership capacity, 
building a cohesive nation and ultimately creating a better future for all South Africans.

We will retain a sharp focus on increasing the footprint of the PfP programme and will aim to 
create an even greater sense of urgency around addressing the South African education crisis. 

Although our vision of quality education for all South Africa’s children by 2025 seems 
out of reach at times, we remain committed to supporting the national priority of quality 
education for all. Considerable potential for expansion is still possible, as the 709 schools 
we have positively impacted constitute a very small portion of the approximately 20,000 
under-resourced schools in South Africa. We firmly believe that great things can be achieved 
if players in the education sector, together with interested parties who have the potential to 
effect meaningful change, apply their knowledge and skills in a co-ordinated manner.

The success of the 709 partnerships launched has significantly contributed to the South African 
Department of Basic Education’s goal to improve the leadership development of principals, and, 
we hope, will influence thinking about how best this can be achieved in the future.

We will continue to develop SSA’s other initiatives that are delivered alongside PfP. This 
includes a plan to extend our reach in all provinces, with a specific pilot focus on deepened 
impact in the Western Cape through intensified work with government officials and strong 
collaboration with social change organisations that promote quality education.

To help achieve our fundraising goals for the forthcoming year, we will employ a multi-
pronged approach to resource mobilisation. This includes exploring the possibility of impact 
investing and targeting funding from international trusts and foundations.  

In addition to funds, we will also need the involvement of many more active citizens from 
different communities and sectors across South Africa. Join us and help give ALL our children 
a bright future.
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